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What Is Photoshop? Photoshop is a
photographic image-editing program used for

both vector and raster images. Vector (or
bitmap) graphics are images that consist of a

number of pixels. Photoshop uses one pixel at
a time to add a new color or mark over an

existing one. Photoshop users can utilize their
tablet devices as a digital graphic pad or a

digital canvas. The tablet's screen is used to
display information and images, and to
manipulate those images with sliders,

brushes, and tools. Photoshop is built to
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support the enormous capabilities of the
computer. Adobe's software can open, edit,

and save various image file formats.
Photoshop's integrated history system allows
users to view and use images as they go, then
save them as a new edit or save them to disc.

Photoshop is available in three different
versions: Photoshop Elements -- Free, 9.4
MB -- Free, 9.4 MB Photoshop -- $99 --

(Mac) -- $99 -- (Mac) Photoshop Creative
Suite -- $249 -- (Mac, Windows, and Linux)
Photoshop Elements is Adobe's entry-level
product for beginners. With this program,

you can open, edit, and save both bitmap and
vector files. The program supports common
image formats (JPG, GIF, TIFF, etc.) and is

mainly intended for creating graphics to
enhance brochures, calendars, and e-mail.

Photoshop CS4 is the most recent version of
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Photoshop. The company calls it the industry-
standard image-editing software. However,
the company is planning a CS5 update, as it

promised, along with other features for
customers. With Adobe Master Collection,

users can save edits as complete projects and
render them as CMYK color or as RGB. The

company is also planning to enhance the
program's 3D capabilities, a move that will

likely attract new customers. With CS5,
Photoshop also supports OS X 10.5.5 and
Mac OS X 10.6 updates. The Photoshop

Creative Suite, the company's top-of-the-line
edition for advanced users, costs $249 and

enables users to combine features like
Photoshop CS5, Adobe Illustrator, and Flash

tools. It also adds a program for creating
movie trailers and marketing collages that
will appeal to those in the film industry. It
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also includes applications for online design
and other creative uses. Ad
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Here are some great features of Photoshop
Elements you may not be using. The great
thing about Photoshop Elements is that it

does not increase the size of your documents.
If you make a mistake, you can easily correct
it. You can open and edit multiple documents

at the same time, but you cannot open and
view a document in two different windows at

the same time. Create and save multiple
documents with a single click Select multiple
files and folders at once. Import and export
new layers from one document to another.

New Multilayer Layers. You can create layer
groups, which are collections of linked layers,

and you can access any layer in any group.
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Snag an image from a website, and paste it
into an image on your computer. Paste the

image into the desired place in your
document. Make adjustments and add text to

your photographs. Edit your images with a
professional, high-quality, interface. With the

help of Photoshop Elements, you can edit
images in different ways. You can add text to
your image, use various tools to edit images,

apply special effects, crop an image, and
much more. Here are some great features of
Photoshop Elements you may not be using.
With Photoshop Elements, you can easily

crop, rotate, sharpen and adjust the contrast
of an image or create a new document. Use
different tools to edit photographs. The best

part of Photoshop Elements is that you do not
have to use a cumbersome interface. You can

open and work on multiple images at the
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same time. Easily switch between layers. You
can easily swap between layers that you’ve
created. This is easy to do by moving the
layer into a different ‘group’. Create and

name layers. You can create new layers, add
text to a layer and name it. This is one of the
most useful techniques in using Photoshop
Elements. Create a new layer to provide a

basis for your edit. Then go on to adding text
to the layer. Edit an image in Photoshop
Elements. Here, you can make various

adjustments to an image. For example, you
can adjust the brightness, the contrast, the

sharpness, the temperature, the saturation, the
black and white contrast, and the white
balance. Do an image restoration using

Photoshop Elements. This is one of the most
useful features for image editors. Photoshop
Elements not only restores an image but it
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Layers: Layers are simply groups of pixels.
They are used to create layers and move
layers into and out of groups. Layers are
simply a way of grouping pixels. They can be
combined together using masking tools for
special effects, and they can be moved or
deleted. Layers are a useful way of organising
work. For example, you can have a layer
called About Us, another one called Contact
Us, and then one called Credits. You create a
new layer by clicking Layer→New Layer.
You then add new pixels by using the Move
Tool or by typing them in (both are in the
toolbar) and selecting them in the Layers
palette. You can then move the pixels to the
layer or group of layers you want them to
appear on. You can combine layers (but don’t
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forget that the Appearance and Shadows and
Highlights are layers too). Layer states (such
as Opacity) can be set and managed for each
layer. Click Mask (with the eye icons) to lock
or hide a layer. Click Mask again to unlock
the mask and set it back to visible. Layers can
be deleted by clicking the eye or dragging
them down the layers panel. If you want to
make groups of layers more visible, you can
hold Shift and click multiple layers. Or
simply double click them. Layer Modes:
When creating artwork, you should pay
careful attention to the ‘Layer Modes’ which
work as the basis of most of the other tool
modes. In most cases, this means reducing
the visibility of a layer so that only part of it
is visible. This can be done in several
different ways. ‘Darken’ reduces the opacity
of the layer and so makes it darker. ‘Lighten’
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is the opposite of ‘Darken’. ‘Hard Light’ is a
very popular Layer Mode as it gives very
bright highlights and shadows to the image,
and yet is easy to control. Other useful ‘Layer
Modes’ include: ‘Multiply’, ‘Screen’, ‘Pin
Light’ and ‘Soft Light’. ‘Blend’ and ‘Dodge
and Burn’ are both used to create subtle and
‘faded’ effects. ‘Overlay’ is useful if you want
an object to be transparent, like a glass of
water. You can choose a ‘Layer Mode’ in the
Layer panel which
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